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trucks sixwheeled steady rolling overpass 
beside New York—I am here 
tiny under sun rising in vast white sky, 
staring thru skeleton new buildings, 
with pen in hand awake... 
- Allen Ginsberg 

 

 

 



Matthew Burgess 
 

 

 

Dear Sergeant Marsfield 
`     for Margie 

 
I will always see wrists  

differently since your eyes  

seized on their smallness  

and sailors must be greeted  

in lower case. We wear 

capes sequined and furred 

in the post apocalypse 

 

we pay our debts in cock- 

   eyed attention to those  

   winged rodents whose  

loop de loops we revere. 

 

Admittedly our midnight 

ride’s a little ramshackle  

blackplastic Jesus mounted  

on handlebars golden fist 

sized Buddha in the basket  

we pedal to a Portuguese 

diner for scrod we need  

to fuel the body electric!  

 

Echoing our uncle’s call 

for submission we tread  

the selfsame Brooklyn  

in the end what have we 

done? Well let’s see 

   we set free the newts  

   we water our sycamore 

   we collect even better  

bitter splendors because  



we are thirsty creatures 

 

and yes they do slake 

our wakefulness lets us  

sleep in this unthinkable  

mess less depressed we  

dream of seagull species  

and dolphin consciousness. 

  

  We see the sleeper’s  

inner elbow palpitations  

and write our way into 

   the double darkness, 

freakish moonlit babies 

on the golden glaciers 

startling the kiskadees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Margie Sarsfield 
 

 

 

Sleeping Sickness 

 
Buy me something 

nobody says 

like this 

wanting horses or maybe 

synchronized swimmers 

to splash about in the heart 

which goes these days largely 

unnoticed 

through no fault but yours 

and aren’t we yet  

sorrow- and- injury-free? 

like all zodiacs, scorpios are naturally solitary 

no one gets to be in love in the desert 

unless it’s with the desert; 

 

you always have the option 

to fuss and bother for a transfer 

unless someone has a better idea  

but who has room these days for ideas 

when one must remember 

the proper soup temperature for serving 

and the time and date of your gynecologist appt. 

tailored 

to and for 

the jungle: 

a longer pause. a less painful yawn. 

skin turns red, 

be all the more reasons. 

 

 

 



The Female of the Species 
 
Start with foxes, then 

move over one, and another, 
‘til you get to poodles and hot damn 

at 72nd and booty shorts  
what goods 
imagination, who knew Gristedes  
wasn’t yet extinct who cares! 
what you’re buying the thing is to be buying 

from the last Gristedes on planet earth 
Happy now to be not so much close to anything 

as far from Penn Station where hello manicure 
and brown bagged beer clickety clacking on stilettos 
from Long Island, home of minor league 
baseball teams and blowjobs on your middle school bleachers 
Oh hell with forward thinking I am all a-flirty with 
skinny tie’d young businessmen tho never with the older ones 
and their small white poofy dogs I don’t worry 
if my sister and I will be accosted into dialogue 

with a drunk lady at TRACKS, find yourself a niche, 
she’s gonna say, also, health information technology, 
everyone in the world hits on my sister, 
no future is too shallow for diving  
and I am warm with the sound of things sucked 

through straws, for what are things if not celebrations 
of our certain luckless belonging? 



George del Valle 
 

 

 

To Cannot, Yet Convince 

 
Such as lovers who kiss baroquely,  

with counterpoint and loose control  

of soul on soul infinite regress  

 

one hand becomes the moon  

the other boasts of the moment 

 

one lip gets bit as provocation 

one pupil stays closed 

for fear of inundation 

 

The dissolve is no matter or coalescent thing: 

there is a sense  

of prominence, partly  

in the body in love 

partly, as wholeness 

that lays waste to the parliament 

of the limbic system 

 

An ineffable wholeness  

that lays waste to the architecture 

I don't even know 

 

And no human soul is holy 

not vested in solving the private mystery 

that makes human soul a passion-play  

or genuflection 

to what's concealed as fealty  

of his own 

 

 

 



He lets his heart  

first-sight flutter 

he gives his letting the key 

assuaging the danger 

to manifest forever  

because it changes  

the metaphysic 

forever,  

and ever  

the resolve will be 

savage, naked, prone  

to cause choking on fear  

like asthmatic flame, 

letting doubt precipitate on lips 

as tantric abominations  

perfectable thru practice: 

 

Secret  

or sacrifice, 

either  

which are coming,  

flanking the heart 

on all sides 

with fatal mastery 

of what will come,  

clear and dumb. 



Celia Vargas 
 

 

 

Writing Poetry 

 
Lately, I can’t write poetry without crying. 

 

It’s not because the poetry is particularly sad,  

It’s not necessarily sad, it’s not happy either, 

The poetry I write would not make anyone else cry, 

You would not cry from my words. 

 

I guess there it is, what I’m trying to say is— 

 

Lately, I can’t write my words without crying. 
 

 

 

Nacida En Cid 

 
no victories, or silver swords.  

Once ago the moors fought,  

the moors died,  

I fall in prayers to make it through the morning rush hours, 

I don’t remember the moors. 

 

Or all the doors  

I’ve had to walk through today, 

just today, never mind yesterday or tomorrow. 

 

I’m simply not counting that far. 

I’ve broken my mother’s back, 

Angered my father’s drunken wrath, 

Alienated my younger brother’s character, 

 

 



Because I’m selfish in it all. 

All these debts left unpaid and not returned.  

I am sorry. 

I am wrong, 

but don’t fault me for wanting to make it right.  

Don’t fault me for buying coffee that cost too much  

and for wanting to rush the hours away.  

 

I’m just living. 

 

But please please please don’t cut me off. 

 

I’m from the moors, 

I don’t remember the moors, 

But I know how they must have felt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Will Machi 
 

 

 

Wedding 

 
  Let’s try Heaven again 

 in the road where deer 

   lie lifeless 

 on the go and I am 

   already late 

 between your fingers mine 

       slip between while we are 

                    casting off and 

                   pulling away let’s try 

 

            Heaven again and wed 

        our lives together with 

      staples glue spit - 

              anything that bonds and 

      will probably hurt for a while but 

                             only a little while. 

 

      So c’mon please one more time let’s try    

    baby Heaven again 

  

   to remind ourselves 

         the dog that still wags              

      every-man-in-bed-not- 

      meant meant 

 the drugs that kill you 

      quicker turn to drugs 

           that live you longer means 

          the dawn will find you 

       

      forgiveness with every waking tit. 
 



This Toad That is the World 

 

Though I’ve never 

           seen a toad that croaks 

         with my eyes, 

 

  and I’ve never 

             known a man that has seen 

          a toad that croaks and 

 

   I’ve never watched a movie 

          that stars a toad 

    (croaking or otherwise) 

                 I know 

 

         The toad croaks 

            and that he croaks alone 

        when I am not around 

 

                                                    to hear him 

 

              Croak with my own ears 

  

                                                    or see him 

 

              Croak with my own eyes 

 

           And that he croaks at night 

               when the moon is waiting 

     for a good movie with 

             a toad as the star 

                              (croaking or otherwise) 

 

                 And that he croaks the croak 

           of all toads living (or otherwise) 

             for me and all things living or otherwise 

 

        Waiting for the moon 

       at night with my own eyes. 



Diamond Bradley 
 

 

 

Swings 

 
I pumped the hardest 

Like my daddy was right 

Behind me pushing  

My handless back as I patted 

Gravity’s back for trying 

To keep my down 

But my tiny size twelve feets 

Had too many skies to smooch 

A date with chains 

Clanking when I dropped 

Watching boys bigger than I 

Spider-man gates. 

They would jump off, 

Rubber flying 

Sticking to steel like Gee-Q 

At Juice’s end 

I was never a rook when  

It came to swings but they 

Took me for granted 

Voila, fingers grip 

Legs stretch as I let 

Go of red lights in sight 

Triangles for ribcages 

No seat belt,  

I flew drunk 

All smiles like a yellow circle 

With a semi-colon and a “U” drew in it 

Stomach turning cause of that pizza 

And Yoo-Hoo in it 

 

 

But as a child, I was a mix of God and moms 



Staying up with the monsters  

Under my bread and break bread 

Shoot basketballs in monkey bars 

Next to where melted glade  

In milk tops shot 

Cross concrete in cubes til 

You hit the middle 

I was canibus 

How I potted. 

 

Rollerbladin’ rollerskatin’ 

Skateboarding, borderline 

Coffin calling and coughing 

Killing myself to live 

Like kid King should 

Balling was copping Pizzas 

For a buck fifty 

Taking slices to our faces… 

Fuck with me!! 

 

And they said I couldn’t swing 

They said I couldn’t swing!! 

When my Monkey bar skills was realer 

Than Malcolm Little’s Lindy Hopping 

Freezing him in tag while his girl 

In the pink barrettes watching 

Now I got her eating Ices on the Avenue 

I told him 

Don’t try to talk to me about games  

Cause I’ll embarrass you!! 

  

Sure enough his friends laughed at him 

I was going back and, 

Forth. 

Back and… 

Forth 

Back and……. 

Forth 

When knee scabs played our degrees 

In a hundred degrees 



Under hood Tsunamis that Johnny Pumps were 

Supersoakers and water balloons  

Had me waiting for all of my friends in Summerschool 

So I could send them home soaked 

And wringing clothes 

Until they came back out 

For fresh scuffs for their kicks 

And hop on slides that really were just that… 

And nothing else! 

But those Swings 

Those swings were my crib 

My nest, my haven 

I got,  

Blazed off those breezes 

My first high came from hearing trees 

Blow and blow 

Over laughters, raw giggles  

And the handball players playing shirtless 

That smacked shrunken Earths 

Like they called their Momma hoochie 

And,  

Scratchers of African booties. 

 

Swings, you don’t owe me nothing 

‘Cause sometimes I would just close my eyes 

And drown in the trips you gave me 

Off the ground  

Chilling with clouds 

But at some point 

I had to come back  

Down. 

 

 



Kate Conte 
 
 
 
Sycamore Wraiths 
 
blood buzzed, kissed hot 
booze & dark gods, we 
are wraiths gathered. 
 
a mic stand & stool as pulpit, 
wobbly benches filled 
congregation before the stage 
side tabernacle, holding our mic’s guts  
we stand before M & the Apocalypse King 
with grandpa’s good whiskey 
to baptize a musician’s first time 
& all our times. 
 
we are poets 
bending away from all but our bones 
shame sucked from our marrow 
dripping as black pearls, 
brought back from Old Men’s oceans. 
 
we are iron 
re-invented, melted. down & steeled. 
 
we are hands slipped behind necks & 
mouths, tenderly placed above the pulse. 
 
night drags on 
clothes, beer stained & good, 
hearts cheered from bad jokes  
become Irish goodbyes  
to an empty room— 
 
our gods recede back to their ink 
& we are given bodies 
once more. 

 
 
 



Them Guilty Catholics 
 
he always wanted the spot light, I knew 
his chalk outline under a street lamp 
was the best he could do 
 
(ant neighbors surging out their pipes, 
their need to see a little future) 
you know. those types. 
 
his 
last meal was a bill he couldn’t pay 
last deal the kind he couldn’t say 
they searched his pants, no ID 
just a coin for sobriety 
and a bloody sign  
of his deity. 

 

 



Jordan E. Franklin 
 

 

 

Reflection on a Seventeen Year Old 

 
The first cut is always the worst.  

 

It is a scary thing, to be injured in any way, shape or form—

always is, but the intention behind it—the one that sits there 

fermenting under skin and reason like some big, sulking 

vulture is much worse. It aches and breathes and waits, and 

even after years and years of living and learning, it stays there 

just bubbling under those minute polaroids you call skin cells 

but only now those cells are blurred, the faces unrecognizable. 

 

 But the first cut is always the worst and you need to 

save your energy. 

 

With shaking hands, you struggle to keep your eyes open as 

you place it against your skin. On the inside, you’re trying 

desperately to fathom what you’re doing—to rationalize the 

mark and as much as you try to play it off as being like chalk 

against a blackboard, your eyes know better. In your hands, 

held tight between your index finger and thumb, there’s a 

thumbtack—its fine, acute point rests against the flesh as your 

fingers try to hold on to the plump, plastic bottom, fighting 

against the sweat and heat they create.  

  

But the thumb is not a finger. 

  

Your mind decides to be assertive. It pulls you from the here 

and now into a big hole located somewhere between your 

crown and eyes. Thoughts emerge like nebulae and before you 

can stop it, there is a lull in the iron grip you have over your 

body. Your imagination is a lot of things. It is your salvation 

and your life but at this point in time, it is nothing more than 

your damnation. There is a brief flicker of stars and cosmos 



and pictures—so many pictures rupturing in there and 

somewhere in the back of your mind, you hear weeping and 

scratching—as if one of the stars is a madman crying to be 

noticed behind the thick expanse of mental glass and suddenly 

long, gnarled, time bitten fingers pull you out by your neck, 

their nails clawing at the sides like sharp, miniature stones. 

Soon, you’re back, hovering over your skin and somehow the 

thumbtack is still between your fingers more secure than 

before.  

  

Your mouth is dry with disgust at yourself and you know no 

water in the world can make it better. There is a thin, white 

line on your skin like something struck snow under the pecan 

epidermis. Not a single nerve screamed at the intrusion and 

before you can be dragged under the thrall of sedative 

thoughts, you hear the weeping again only it’s much louder 

and wilder but nothing hurts—not your arm or your head but 

you know there’s a pain somewhere—somewhere deep and 

the only way you can get at it is to keep digging past the snow 

until it’s found.  

  

Maybe it’s under the skin. Yes, that’s it. Just a little more. A 

little deeper. Get at it—tear it apart! Tear it apart! It’s easy! 

It’s so easy.  

  

The weeping is louder and incessant and it’s all around you 

clawing at your senses like those nails in your neck and you 

know the only way to make it better is to keep going. The 

sliver of a snow trail in your arm is broken by red but it 

doesn’t pour past—it just sits there glaring at you from its 

small crevice. Something in you shuts down and the 

boisterous crying simmers down into gentle sniffles and sweet 

whimpers. It’s as if someone turns your nerves on like a light 

and the crevice begins to whine out in atonal streamers of hurt. 

Around the newly parted earth of your skin you see the faces, 

once bulbous and blurry in their polaroid frames only now 

they’re still and clear. They’re glaring up at you and their 

rejection forms a pretty pair with the red tongue in your mouth 

bubbling over in arid disgust. 

  



You look up at the bathroom mirror and there’s something 

ugly on the glass. Behind the dulling, glassy eyes there’s a 

cold nothing like a thick sea that wants to crush you under its 

waves.  

 

This is reality.  

 

And in reality, wishes never come true for ugly little failures 

like you. 



Charly Himmel 
 

 

 
Tanlines 

 
the thought of you boils my blood. 

if i knew how to pray i would. 

i feel weird and pathetic 

just thinking of  

a beautiful woman in plaid. 

i'm the one without the beard who didn’t buy much. 

even as i have seen,  

they that plow iniquity and sow wickedness, reap the same. 

i had a small dog for a while until he became too hot. 

you sounded great, that's what i wanted to tell you, 

i know you're into polysexual partners –  

which i know all about. 

you were sitting alone at the bar watching softball, 

a veritable russian doll of sights, scents, and sighs. 

i was already tripping on lsd, 

and what came next was simply magical. 

thats when i realized i was following you. 

i'm sorry.  

i didn't realize what i was doing at the time. 

I FOLLOWED YOU I'M SORRY 

you belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out 

your father’s desires. 

i want to cook for you and clean for you  

and let you fuck me in the ass. 

i was never happy being in special education. 
 



What I Meant to Say Was This 

  
We love you cocks and scapegoats and 

Respected you as a father 

I meant to say it was a great idea 

Each time changing shades 

Serial killers of free range feast 

And now the forgotten life has overpopulated your bed 

Still a blacktop wet with purpose 

Bitten by the worst kind of cookbook whore 

Recessed filter upended by a classy K 

Innocent busted thumbs 

Cracked ribs billowing 

To see who’s there 

To do for yourself 

And worsted weight in blood 



Nora Curry 

 

 

Mailboxes 

 
This is how we do mornings:  Dip in with both hands.  Dogs 

after rain.  Trowel to the ground, weed the secret pleasure of 

aches.  Small prides saved for palms.  The mailbox is never 

just right.  Some days foxhole hollow.  The front stoop.  The 

trees make a soup your mother would be proud of.  Other days 

it is not October.  Not enough hands to open the door.  Outside 

the window a boy says it’s worse than a worm in your apple.  

For a moment you are sorry for him because you cannot 

imagine anything worse than a worm in your apple.  Some 

days it is not October.  The invitation sits on the scratched 

table.  You have not often loved June, or the way dust reveals 

itself to sunlight.  A small pride, though, in waking at four.  

Often unset, still drinking last night’s coffee.  The sky, too, 

trying to decide itself.  Words are nice and nothing, but you’ve 

known the weight of this body.  That is one verb not tucked 

under hay in the manger: to miss.  To check everything at least 

twice or not at all.  In the line of rooftops.  If you had to 

choose, your unsurety would be a glowing pink streak.  Or the 

better blue mostly unseen.  So you’ll save your venom for 

begonias.  Start to notice area codes.  If you lived anywhere 

else, your ceiling might not slope.  Some nights this seems like 

a good reason not to live anywhere else.  Hot evergreen 

riptides and pork rinds.  We love winter enough to wish for 

summer.  And even now people weep most often over paper.  

Even now, you’d give up Texas and all the bread pudding for 

the creases of laundry.  Small prides.  Hip bone bruises and 

the run of cold water.  There are few reasons why we are still 

alive, but the ones we have are good.  Avocadoes.  

Synesthesia.  Nights it rains without falling.  Happy now.  The 

stomach settles in years.  The leaves crunch ebullient.  You 

would not know how to have the things you want. 

 

 



waking poem 

 
okay so you don’t want to wake stuck  

to sheets smelling fish from the street  

but if I tell you this afternoon you’ll hear  

a saxophone on east 5
th

  

breeze attuned and sundresses  

side to walk? you don’t want  

to feel your feet cold before your eyes  

open but if I tell you yesterday they put up  

the snowflakes on the avenue and if  

these sweaters were simply made  

to keep us warm and if we are  

sometimes warm and if I don’t cry this year  

when we buy the tree and if I will be in  

the kitchen making russian tea cookies? 

well you don’t want your first breath to be 

pollen-pained to rise in april after only two 

good snows but if I tell you we can read 

poems in the park or at least talk about  

reading poems in the park and if we take 

the long way from the train without getting  

lost and if our ankles are caught in 

sprinklers on glenwood road? you don’t 

want to stir in nostalgic chill and wish 

for leaves and roads only to come home 

but if we drink coffee somewhere with small 

pumpkins on the table and if we are 

particularly ready for everything nestled 

in the small of october’s back and if we 

are home and if I am not only 

a slapdash love, yours, or something to 

start the nerves and if we still fear boats 

and crows and most things except 

buses on sort of rainy days and if I  

will never be better than I am now  

will you be sometimes around to watch it 

unwind into water to skim 

the underside of leaves to settle 

in tracks and be? 



Timur Mukhodinov 
 

 

Garden Variety. 

 
If there was a special place to dig 

up happiness in hard form 

with a spade without a doubt  

I would not go looking for it  

because I would go and dig it 

and then I would have it— 

heaped on the kitchen table 

or hid in a bin with the potatoes  

or wrapped about our baby’s chest  

 

everyone finally quiet at night  

full on it, no room for more 

while it lays glowing in the dark 

and the neighbors envy us or it 

starts to wrinkle and rot incessantly   

and we dream, grinding teeth 

and worry we can’t 

use it all. 
 

 

 

Contact. 
 

My computer background is of lemons. 

They remind me of you. I can’t  

smell these lemons, I can’t 

taste the lemons, reach them— 

They are yellow soursweet to tongue  

and small and hang strong. 

I keep coming back to check 

email from you, and see the lemons 

smell and taste the lemons. 



Ryan Skrabalak 
 

 

 

Roof Poem 

 
this city sequinn’d dragon rolling pink cigars 

the day is twenty hours old it is not raining  

yet I am wondering where you are thinking of you 

 walking into fresh hotel room 

 you are a sometimes home 

under ripped band-aid sunset scratched out so  

many sleeptalking homilies gemstones sunshowers 

days freezing up in darknesses this month 

 a rosary of new york cities 

 that is yr father 

 bringing people home 

 on trains with hot foreheads 

 press’d paperback skylines 

& banging around streets such teenage cigarettes 

riffling through jeans for star-spangled childhoods 

bargain gin twists us kids again with memories  

like wallpaper 

the room behind you 

snakes sounds of haircuts 

moondrip o’er the picasso street cough’d suddenly 

the shortest summer nights & black burn’d boroughs 

door blast open ambulance back to a past 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

You Don’t Call Anymore 

 
and we thought that was the end and went 

to sleep and kept opening doors in dreams 

to people falling in love or yelling down 

wells of dreams and summer filled rings 

of trees with glass-colored dreams and we 

thought that was the end and walked out 

of the city along a river wounded with air- 

plane shadows skipping over wild glass 

chips whipped by winds and I remember 

the first thing you dreamed.  it was being  

   this 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I do not know Ing Grish, but I will study it 
down to its 
black and broken bones 
- John Yau 

 




